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Find out if the property mentors are the right fit for you

A discovery call will help your mentor understand your current situation and your goals. It allows them to set up the foundations of your success in property investment.
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Mentoring to build long-term wealth through Australian property


Property Investment Strategies | Property Sourcing
Asset Management | Portfolio Planning


	Request a Discovery Call


Find out if the property mentors are the right fit for you

A discovery call will help your mentor understand your current situation and your goals. It allows them to set up the foundations of your success in property investment.
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	Request a rental appraisal


ARE YOU EARNING THE RIGHT RENT FROM YOUR PROPERTIES?

The Property Mentors property management team are now providing obligation free rental appraisals. Contact us to find out more.
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Phone
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Rental Property Address








I agree to the TPM Privacy Policy and Terms and Conditions
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	Get our strategy guide


Get Our Free Guide: Proven Strategies to Get Started in Property Investing

The Property Mentors' free proven strategies guide explains how we help people every day to begin or accelerate their property investment journey.
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As seen on

The Property Mentors have been featured across an array of media outlets
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Why do you need a property mentor?

As active professional property investors ourselves, here at The Property Mentors we know first hand the difference the right planning and strategy can make to any investor’s long term success.

That's why we start by guiding our members to develop their own unique clear and actionable plan. We also help them to find properties in areas that are in the right phase of the price cycle, carefully considering how each purchase will affect their capacity to acquire the next property, and so on. Our mentors may also recommend additional exclusive opportunities and strategies that can see members earn generous cash flow returns, start a diversified property portfolio, improve cash flow and accelerate their savings. 

	Request a Discovery Call


Find out if the property mentors are the right fit for you

A discovery call will help your mentor understand your current situation and your goals. It allows them to set up the foundations of your success in property investment.
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The Property Mentors' free proven strategies guide explains how we help people every day to begin or accelerate their property investment journey.
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Our Roadmap to Success

We’ll help you to develop the skills, mindset and knowledge to grow your property portfolio. With our support and proven roadmap to success, along with access to our proprietary products and strategies, you’ll soon exceed all your financial goals.


































































































































	Request a Discovery Call


Find out if the property mentors are the right fit for you

A discovery call will help your mentor understand your current situation and your goals. It allows them to set up the foundations of your success in property investment.
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Align

In our first, no-obligation chat, we learn all about you and your goals as a property investor. We then show you how you’ll achieve those goals with our support, guidance and education.

Close



Clarify

Clarity around what you want to achieve and why, coupled with a clear understanding of the gap between where you are now, and your ideal position will allow you to plan the steps to get there.

Close



Plan

You’ll receive your personalised property investment plan with specific property investment options chosen specifically for your current situation, desires and needs.

Close



Team

Now’s the time to build your personal A-Team of property experts proven to get results, led by your personal Property Mentor: accountants, mortgage brokers, financial planners, and more.
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Action

With your strategy in place and your team at the ready, it’s time to take action! What’s more, we do all the hard work for you — from research to negotiating, your personal Property Mentor takes care of it all.
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Observe

As you see results from your investment strategy, you’ll have regular check-ins with your Property Mentor to see how everything is developing. Every step of the journey, your Property Mentor is at your side, leading the way!
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Review

Next conduct a review of your investment experience with your team. We do this to get a firm understanding of how much closer you are to your long term goal which is really motivating for most people.
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Repeat

Repeat the process as you complete each milestone on the way to your long term goals
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Experience

Our property team has the diversity of skills and expertise needed to successfully look after and care for your property, while our wider team can keep an eye on your long-term investment goals.

Close



Empathy

We have open minds and real conversations. We listen, and we observe. This helps us to understand where you are right now in your property journey - and exactly where you want to be.

Close



Exclusivity

We focus exclusively on all things property and we focus on you and your goals. The key is to find the right tenants for your properties and the right properties for your long term financial goals.

Close



Excellence

We don’t just manage your properties, we do it well, and we do it in line with your investment goals. We offer excellence across all our tailored services.

Close



Endurance

We’re genuinely here for you, for the long term. Our extensive knowledge and experience literally has the ability to provide you with lifelong financial benefits.
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AUTHORITY

Signing a management authority gives our expert team permission to manage your property. We’ll contact your existing provider, organise the transfer and advise your current renter of the change!
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ADVERTISING

Our campaign to find a renter sees us organising photos, featuring your property on industry leading real estate sites, social media, placing signboards on site, or any combination of these strategies.
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OPENS

When it comes to open for inspections, our team is on site, on time, to personally supervise and make any finishing touches. We present your property at its very best, every time, generating the maximum interest from prospective renters.
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APPLICATIONS

We thoroughly reference check potential renters, qualify information provided and discuss candidates with you to achieve the very best tenant for your property.
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LEASING

We prepare the rental agreement and arrange sign off by the renter, documenting the type and length of the agreement, the amount of bond and rent, how it is to be paid and how rent increases will be calculated.
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PREPARATION

Before your renter moves in we prepare a detailed condition report. This is vital if there is a dispute about bond claims, or who should pay for cleaning or any damage. The renter must sign off on this report before they move in.
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HANDOVER

On the day the rental agreement commences, we provide the renter with any keys, security devices and swipe cards needed to enter the property. The property is then officially in their care.
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INSPECTIONS

To ensure your property is kept in good condition we conduct regular property inspections. If the renter isn’t meeting their obligations we can issue a breach of duty notice, and if they don’t fix the problem we can take them to VCAT on your behalf.
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MAINTENANCE

Maintenance is based on your preferred requirements. We can contact you for all repairs, employing our trusted team of trades people, or you can nominate your own. If the tenant damages the property they are responsible for the cost.
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REPEAT

In the event that a renter gives notice to vacate your property, we will quickly and painlessly find you a new renter and ensure your current renter leaves your property in the same condition they received it.
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WHY DO YOU NEED A STRATEGIC PROPERTY MANAGER?

The Property Mentors is well known for successfully helping Australians create long term wealth through property. Building on this experience, and following feedback from our members, we’ve expanded to include a boutique property management service, focused on managing residential properties in the Melbourne area.

If you are leasing out one or more of your most important financial assets, then you need to consider what makes one property management agency better than another - for your personal circumstances.

As active professional property investors, The Property Mentors has the practical knowledge and experience to make a big difference to your overall long term financial success.

Find out how we can also guide you along your journey towards finding the right tenants for your properties, making asset management and your financial security easy and achievable along the way.

	Property Management
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Blog

Learn the latest news, updates and insights on the Australian property market with our unique videos, articles and podcasts.








Economic Uncertainties and Real Estate Stability

Thursday, 28th Mar




Why Now is Always the Right Time to Invest in Property
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Is Your Mortgage Holding Back Your Investment Dreams?

Monday, 19th Feb




Homeownership has long been a pillar of the Great Australian Dream, a symbol of security, and an investment in one's future. Yet, in the grand narrative of personal finance and real estate, we often overlook a crucial question: Is your mortgage holding back your investment aspirations?
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Rate Steady at 4.1%: Benefits for Property Market Investors

Tuesday, 5th Sep




The Reserve Bank of Australia's decision to leave the cash rate at 4.1% is a welcome relief for buyers and investors in the property market, and The Property Mentors can provide guidance and support needed to take advantage of this opportunity and make wise financial decisions about your investments.
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RBA's Cash Rate Stable for Second Month in a Row

Wednesday, 2nd Aug




With house prices on the rise and the cash rate remaining stable, current market conditions present an ideal opportunity for property investors to join a growing market.
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The Reserve Bank of Australia's Decision to Leave Cash Rate Target Unchanged

Tuesday, 4th Jul




As property investors, it's crucial to stay updated with the latest news and decisions made by the Reserve Bank of Australia (RBA)
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Taking Advantage of the RBA's Decision to Leave Rates on Hold

Tuesday, 4th Apr




The Reserve Bank of Australia's decision to leave interest rates on hold is a welcome reprieve and an opportunity for both current property investors and future aspirants to make headway in their financial objectives.
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Absolute legend of a team
I was looking for a guide to help me through my property investment journey, as a young kid who knew nothing about the market, when I found The Property Mentors. The friendly team welcomed me and got me started on their 3 month course with my mentor. They were immediately friendly and helped to ease any anxieties I had while making the material easy to digest and interesting to learn. They adapted their teaching strategies to my learning style and in those 3 months I learned enough to purchase my first property. They're an absolute legend of a team and would recommend them to anyone looking to get into property investment.
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Highly recommended for everyone
They have been an amazing mentors throughout our property journey. They provide important education at the right pace that suits us. They have useful insights on our approaches to property investment. They are there for us all steps of the way to a successful purchase! Highly recommended for everyone regardless of where you are in your investment journey.
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I will most certainly recommend The Property Mentors
The mentors were incredible, the content was engaging, informative and easy to follow, The strategies that were provided were comprehensive and useful for our circumstance, and for our investment journey, I highly recommend The Property Mentors, not only are they engaging, they provide meaningful and insightful content to property investors (of all walks in life) I will most certainly recommend The Property Mentors to my clients and to all who have a keen interested in building their property portfolio. Thank you team, you were incredible, energetic, engaging and informative.
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I would absolutely recommend them
I am so glad I joined The Property Mentors. Working with the team has been so easy and I’m so glad I went with them for my first ever property. From not knowing anything and living in a different state their knowledge and expertise has helped me feel extremely confident and I feel so at ease from how smooth they’ve made the whole process and helping me through it. They are extremely professional and always respond to my queries very fast. I would absolutely recommend them. Thank you! 😊
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Join the Property Mentors

Schedule a free Discovery Call today to learn more about our unique mentoring memberships.

	Request a Discovery Call


Find out if the property mentors are the right fit for you

A discovery call will help your mentor understand your current situation and your goals. It allows them to set up the foundations of your success in property investment.
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The Property Mentors

As active professional property investors and mentors, we know first hand the difference the right planning and strategy can make to an investor’s long term success.





Get in Touch


	1300 931 642
	Email
	Facebook
	Twitter
	Instagram
	LinkedIn


	The Property Mentors Trading Pty. Ltd.
5 Carlton Street
Prahran, VIC 3181
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Don't Miss Out

The best way to get started in property investment is to talk to one of our mentors, complete your details below for a free one-on-one session.
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